
Revolutionize 
Corporate Learning 
The Modern Learning Platform 
for the Modern Workforce  



A Purpose-Built Learning Solution for the 
HYBRID WORKPLACE 
Curricula is a cloud-based learning delivery 
system that enables organizations to create, 
manage, and deliver engaging and interactive 
training modules that fit your team's needs, 
schedule, and preferred learning style.

Curricula is completely integrated with Microsoft Teams, making training 
user-friendly, collaborative, and immersive, all within familiar tools. 

Cover a Range of Topics 
with Customizable 
Training Modules

Build, import, or integrate 
training content that fits 

your team’s specific needs. 
Whether industry-specific 

best practices, organizational 
knowledge, or technology 
upskilling, you can create 

modules that are tailored to 
your team’s needs.

Choose the Best Delivery 
Method for Your Team

Whether self-paced & 
on-demand or instructor-led 

& blended, there is a 
delivery method that fits 

your training needs. 
Upload custom content 

easily or leverage pre-loaded 
courses to build your 

training program.

Build Personalized 
Learning Communities 

Automatically created in 
Microsoft Teams, Learning 

Communities provide a space 
for users to collaborate, 
share knowledge, and 
learn from each other, 

fostering community and 
strong connections. 

*Great for onboarding 
new hire cohorts!

Double the Value of Your LMS with Microsoft 365 Training

39% of employees are concerned they’re not 
getting sufficient training in digital and technology 
skills from their employer.

With Curricula Plus, our Curricula solution comes  
pre-loaded with over 1000 hours of bite-sized 
Microsoft 365 training content, created and updated 
regularly by product experts. Spanning engaging 
topics from beginner to expert, Curricula Plus’s 
content can equip your team with essential 
Microsoft 365 skills and accelerate adoption.  



Work and Learn in the Same Place 

Completely integrated with Microsoft Teams 
and Viva Learning, your team can access 
the training they need, when they need it, 
without interrupting their workflow. 
This creates a culture of continuous learning, 
maximizing the impact for every employee. 

A Streamlined Approach 
to Administration  

Learning administration is easy with 
Curricula’s cloud technology, simplifying 
system maintenance and providing 
a common process for managing and 
provisioning services. With attendance 
tracking, eight different types of assessments, 
insight reports, Power BI integrations, 
and data analytics, organizations can easily 
track progress and manage employees’ 
learning journey.

Training on Anything, from Anywhere  

Engaging onboarding? Got you covered. 
Reskilling employees? Got that too. 
Conducting mandatory compliance training? 
Curricula can do it all. With easy-to-create 
training modules and learning paths,
Curricula gives users the tools they need 
at their fingertips to thrive in their roles. 

Maximize Learning, Maximize 
Your Microsoft 365

Curricula seamlessly integrates learning,
working, and collaborating in Microsoft 365, 
without the need for additional software 
or complicated workflows. This integration 
enables employees to access training more 
easily, increasing engagement and improving 
learning outcomes. With Curricula, employees 
can get the most out of their learning while 
businesses make the most out of Microsoft 365.
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@MaivenPoint

Collaborate with confidence. AvePoint provides the most advanced
platform to optimize SaaS operations and secure collaboration.

MaivenPoint – AvePoint’s dedicated EdTech platform – builds on our 
Microsoft cloud experience to deliver unique Training and Learning 
experiences for modern workplaces and educational institutions. 

More than 17,000 customers worldwide rely on our solutions
to make them more productive, compliant, and secure. Founded in 
2001, AvePoint is a five-time Global Microsoft Partner of the Year. 

ABOUT AVEPOINT & MAIVENPOINT 

Scan the code for more information on 
how MaivenPoint can help support your 
training and adoption initiatives. 


